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Farmer's Fair Opens Saturday
Five Women
To Vie For
'Commsi son
i '

Seniors Elect Randy Brooks' Orchestra
Will Moulton To Play For 'Calico Bali'
As President

BY SAM JONES
The modern music of trumpeter Rawly Brooks and his orchesA commission as Honorary Lt. Willard R. Moulton, Ralph Barnett.
Colonel of Scabbard and Blade, Maine Harold M. Peasley, and Robert H. tra at an informal dance in Memorial Gymnasium will be one of the
military society, will be at stake when Duddy were elected presidents of their outstanding events of the first annual Farmer's Fair this Saturday.

I.1

klIPLEBEF:

all students vote on five likely looking respective classes at the campus polls,
Appropriate dress for the dance,
candidates Friday, December 5.
November 24. A large percentage of
which has a $2 admission fee, will be
Chosen by Scabbard and Blade, the the student body voted on the slate of
calico and dungarees. As a part of the
contenders are: Muriel Appleby, Sue ninety candidates named in the primary
evening's festivities, a calico Otieen of
Beisel, Cynthia Hayden, Nancy Jor- election.
the Fair will he chosen from the five
dan, and Pat Woodward. Voting will
Elected to senior class offices NA•ith
be held outside the bookstore, or in Moulton, Phi Mu Delta, were Robert
candidates recently selected to reprethe administration building
I.. Browne, Hannibal Hamlin Hall,
sent the •.-arious women's residence
The winner will reign over the Mili- vice president ; Florence C. Bruce.
groups.
tary Ball, Friday, December 12, when South Estabrooke, treasurer; and PaulThe cr.ndidates are Muriel Applebee,
Bob Sherwood and his orchestra will ine N. True. South Estabrooke. se.-reColvin ; Beverly Currier, Balentine;
play. She will also attend all other tary.
Nancy Hall, North Estabrooke; Lorformal military functions during the
John P. Zollo, Kappa Sigma, was
raine Karam, off-campus; Colleen
school year.
named junior class vice president, with
Richardson, South Estabrooke: and
Chaperons for the Military Ball Alfred P. Savignano, Kappa
Julia Shores, Elms. The winning girl
Sigma,
will be Professor and Mrs. Harry D. treasurer; and Cynthia
will be presented with a wrist watch
J. Hayden.
Watson and Major and Mrs. Richard South Estabrooke. secretary.
valued at $125 and a Christmas trip
Healey. President and Mrs. Arthur I
home by Northeast Airlines. The other
Named to serve with Peasley as
A. Hauck, Colonel and Mrs. Francis
girls, who will form the Otiee7,•,. court.
I sophomore class offietrs were Alan F.
NAXOS'
B
Reg) S
Fuller, and Dean and Mrs. Edward
Nvill also receive prizes.
Wing. Commons. vice president: 17.1Brush will be in the receiving line.
ward J. Nfcl)ermott, Oak Hall, trea Admission to other Fair events will
A limited number of tickets is availfirer; and Elaine A. Lockhart, N ,•
• be free, although the "Burneill-ent Barable through members and pledges of
Estabrooke. secretary.
rel" will be open for contributions for
Scabbard and Blade at $6. per couple.
the relief and repair of the buri411 areas
The freshman class elected Jo:
of the state. The Fair will be arranged
Cunningham. East Hall. vice pre '
in the style of a circus mid-.ay. with
dent: Anne M. Cederstrom. East Hall.
concession
s selling such carni) al standtreasurer; and Mary Marsden, West
As part of the University's program
l
bys
as
popcorn,
apples. eider.
Hall. secretary.
dogs,
j to "give the children of the fire areas
A General Senate committee eon- a Merry Christmas," the General and doughnuts.
There will be many ono -ts highducted the elections, aided by members Senate sub-committee on relief has
An "Hour of Remembrance" pro- !of the Men's
announced that a fund of $1000 will lighting the day's program. i••-11.1ing a
Senate.
gram will be held next Sunday, De- dent
Government. General Senate, be sought through student-faculty sub- I cow-milking contest for co-eds. potato
cember 7, at 2 p.m., in Memorial Gym- • •' olore
races, stock and poultry judging events,
Owls. and Seni4;:- Skulls. scription.
nasium with students, faculty, and UMano
oten)ty competition. t'i-er !I.F. II in
Louis Bouchard, chairman of the
versity musical organizations particihas 1een col:ected
:7-.• Fair.
committee, points out that 25' cents ; irrite.
- r/
pating.
ilInt
from each individual will more than :IC
This program is being held in ;,cmeet this goal. It is the intention of prizes at the dance• v. ill 1:e i. ari!:.‘,1 a
•
cordance with the proclamation by
ponsors Dance
•.•
the committee to contact all campus complete outiit of clothing.
Governor Horace Hildreth, setting
of
the day's e..,ntests w ill 1-c ; -t•e:Ited
The regular Friday night stag dance' people before December 10.
aside December 7 as a day of tribute
, with II,ior aril! table lamps -;•t.
is
being
sponsored
This
this
sib-committee
week in Membegan a camto those in this state who gave their
waves, theater tickets, records, and a
lives in NVorld War II. For the Uni- orial Gymnasium by the Maine Debat- paign heiore Thatl'o:giving for toys to car ;1 a"d cr. • • •
-"t r•.',1ons
give to these children. C,)rres;•.)mlence
versity, it is in remembrance of the ing Council.
Jim
Sprague
and his Maine Bears t th
)rf!ta fr Fire ,
.t. rai
180 alumni and students whose names
-ar.-pert;,t;en to) ill:.
'I ;Ise
are in the University Gold Star Roll. will play for dancing. from 8 until Vi-AH, VLinc re‘valed that there is •
i•
'.idtd
the
•
11:30
p.m.
:-ree
Admission
a
will
erect
be
net.•*.1
50
cents.
f
clothing
and
blankets
.
With President Arthur A. Hauck
,or:it
e.a..-71 a.. "I 'ie !ract.,r-dr
im
n
Chaperons
for
the
;.tTair
are
rt
Dr.
aeency
has
Len
contacten
presiding. student and faculty speakers,1
, la , 1-1/11
•‘. ,the
through brief remarks or readings. and Mrs. Howard L. Runion and Mr. l•y the -til-coniniittee. ;Ind bas pr(411%,
...r.lt
n's
.1.
tbr,
:.n.I
and
Mrs.
Ni 4111
Wofford
Gardner.
Intitley
and
.t,‘
will Emphasize America's heritage of
• Por.v. are..
2
:
freedom. The University, Band and
ar'30 1..1;1. I `t1.,•!•
I combined glee clubs will furnish music.
ir owt.41 if necessary.
Reverend Charles O'Connor will
Sp,n,...ol by the
11111
give the invocation. Barbara Hines,
lindur
the
It
a,l,
t
Paul
Frucinan WIlitncY- Russell W'•lley, and
I I). r.•.e and Prof. .•land
1
Striebteineyer.
I.arry Jenness will present readings.
; the Fair w ill be a
-It is honed that this f•rs;
Varsity Singers To Give
s Fair. with the support of the entire
body. w ill 1,1c,.n,,: • ne of the
Music Program In Newport
(..,•ents among Nev - Eng.\ group of 12 varsity singers
land colleges. It is now planned to
present a musical program at New make the Fair an amnia] occasion.
Is wt. Tuesday, Decent!)er 9. The program is being sponsf'red by the EngSocial Dancing Clmses
lish Club of Newport High School.
The group includes Robert CamHeld Every Thursday
pawn James Gilbert, Richard Kimball.
Social dancing classes, sponsored by
James Monism, Earl Lerman, and
the
MCA, are getting underway at
Frederick (Inver, tenors; Ken ClosBalentine
Hall. Miss Cassidy is the
Son,
Adrian Daigle, James Payee.
leader again this year: and Jean CumiStanley Davis, Dave Hicks, and Paul
ninghamn and Bernie Prescott are the
Payson. basses. William Newdick is
Social
Affairs Chairmen who have
accompanist.
'
been
planning
the dancing class.
Priscilla Coggin will he featured as
GETTING IN SHAPE for the Farmer's Fair are Calico Queen CandiThe class will be held every Thurssoprano soloist. accompanied by Cyndates Julie Shores, Nancy Hall, Sparkie Richardson. Beverly Currier,
day afternoon from 3:30 until 5:30,
thia Ilayden.
Muriel Applebee, and Lorraine Karam.
Ne;,•holl Photo
and all Maine students are welcome.

$1000 Sought
For Fire Relief

Sunday Program
1Honors Dead 1
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TIIE MAINE CAMPI'S

Prizes Totaling $3000 Will Be Given
For Winning Peace Program Essay
A first prize of $1,000, with thirteen
additional awards amounting to $2,000,
will be distributed to college students
by the Tamiment Social and Economic
Institute, 7 East 15th Street, New
York 3, N.Y., for the best 5000-6000
word essay on "An American Program for World Peace in the Present
Crisis," submitted to its second annual
contest.
The contest is open to all undergraduate college students in recognized
colleges of the United States. Entry
blanks will be sent on request and only
one entry may be submitted.
Manuscripts should be sent to Tamiment Institute Contest, 7 East 15th
Street, New York 3, N. Y. Manuscripts must be typed and doublespaced, on one side of the paper only.
The author's full name, home and college addresses, telephone number, and
college should be typed on a separate

SEE:

By TRAPPER

sheet of paper and clipped to the manuscript.
The rights and title to the prizewinning essays, including the right
of publication, will be retained by
the Institute. No manuscript will be
returned unless accompanied by a
stamped, addressed envelope.

After a Thanksgiving feast and the
weekend rest, one is inclined to feel
that all is right in this our world.
However, a quick glance at the headlines reveals such optimism to be unwarranted... Generally speaking, there
are today, two attitudes about the
foreboding world situation: One is
that war is not inevitable unless we
imagine it to be so. The proponents of
To Hold Stamp Auction
this stand further add that Russia is
The Maine Stamp club will hold a no danger to world peace, and that she
"stamp auction" at its next meeting, does not intend to fight. If she were
Tuesday, December 9. The meeting is dangerous, they insist, she would not
planned for 7:30 p.m., in 170 Stevens shout so loudly. The other attitude
is in opposition to this, claiming that
Hall.
Russia is getting ready to fight, and
All interested persons are invited to
that she is rapidly becoming better
attend and bring their stamps to sell.
prepared than the U. S. In rebuttal
to those who wish to believe Russia
The first naval engagement of the a minor threat to our security, they
Revolutionary War was fought off point out, rather convincingly, that the
Machias.
isolationists and "peace mongers" held
this same opinion of Hitler and the
Japanese right up until the time of
Pearl Harbor.... To heighten tension,
Tel. 507
newspapers are beginning to feature the
charms of absolute weapons (weapons
capable of completely obliterating life
on this earth).... At this moment,
Old TolAn. Maine
atom bombs fifty times more powerful
• than the original, biological warfare,
and supersonic vibrations are the favorites, although, according to one
U. S. Admiral, the U. S. possesses
five secret weapons.
•
In Congress, Republicans who are
running for, or hope for, the Republican nomination for President, continue
to play politics.... They have, thus
far, succeeded in delaying European
aid, and have done nothing whatsoever
about inflation at home.... These Congressmen, who are more concerned

BEN SKLAR

The New Look

News In A Nutshell

•

•

)r4,IIo, Ma inv. December 4, 1947

about their own presidential chance
than with the fate of Europe, or of
the U. S., have caused a rift within the
Republican Party.... Some more conscientious legislators agree with the
New York Times when they claim that
the actions of politicians like Senator
Taft will prove a political boomerang
against the G.O.P. in 1948.
•
Last Monday the U.N. General
Assembly approved the partition plan
of Palestine by a vote of 33 to 13...
Arab representatives protested vigorously, then pulled up their tents, and
not so silently strode away.... If they
follow through with their threats, there
should be war in the Holy Land before
long.
•
In London, the Council of Foreign
Ministers failed to agree again, but
there was some indication that Secretary of State Marshall's "get tough"
attitude toward the Russians might
produce results.
•
New Premier Schuman, in France
is beginning to bear down on the
communists.... Two communist papers
were seized and their extra editions,
which charged the new Cabinet with
"assassination of the Republic," were
suppressed.
The general strike in Milan, Italy,
ended last week, but U. S. troops
which were preparing to withdraw,
were ordered by Washington to postpone departure.
•
President Truman has instructed
Defense Secretary Forrestal to investigate the records of 28,000 ex
Army Officers who have been retired
for disability.... This is a result of
the disclosure that General Meyers
had been retired and was receiving
disability payments.

The

Slick Chicks
Wear Black

Published Ti

There comes a time in a young girl's
life when she just has to dress up.
She casts off her sporty shell and
emerges a slick chick. We spotted
Carlene Hoyt wearing a swing skirted
ballerina dress of crispy black moire.
The Bateau neckline was deliberately
scalloped giving it a definite evening
air.
Leading in the parade of seasonable
black is Ruthie Holland's faille cutaway suit-dress. The collar and cuffs
have a perky attitude slightly restrained by a little tie at the neckline.
The buttons marching down the front
of the double breasted jacket are repeated on the belt across the back.
Tannie Small steals the limelight
with a dipping hemline and accentuated
fullness in her smart outfit of tissue
taffeta. The simplicity of the short
sleeved bodice is relieved only by the
blue beaded buttons and the choker
necklace.
And for that festive occasion, Butch
Ansel' has chosen a short sleeved
black velveteen. A row of sparkling
gold buttons cascade dawn the front
from the round neckline to the handspan waist. The gold motif is carried
out in the shape of a large crown at
the hipline of the gathered skirt.
There's no getting around it—black
is basic!
—TONI AND HELEN

IRC Sends Delegates
To Regional Conference

The New England Conference of
International Relations Clubs will be
held at the American International
College, Springfield, Mass., Dec. 4, 5.
and 6. The delegation to the conference
•
from the Maine campus includes:
I Anyone interested in selling
Douglas Johnson, Edward Hackett.
maple blocks (18" x 7" x 7")
•
• Lois Nicholson,
Mary-Abbie Pulsifer,
Philip Deane 0.11.
contact
Mirian Kochakian, and Melvin Nas.trist
Bernie Rosenstein
seck.
Tel. 311
Corbett Hall. Rm. 310
Over fifty colleges will participate
I 05 cciltrfelis
) ft""
. " Old ToN,II
I•
• in the conference. Discussion will revolve around American foreign policy
in regards to Germany, China, Argentina, and Palestine.
People say
NN'ednesday, Dec. 10, in the South
"You can find it at
Estabrooke rec room the delegation
from Maine will present their report
PARK'S IFIAIRDWARE & VARIETY
of the conference to the International
31-37 Mill Street, Orono.
Relations Club.

You're the mun
most likely to succeed!

Van Hemel'shirts
Masterpieces ot seu maredlip—they make you the picture of mascubrle
smartness. You'll like the low-set collar models, the action-tailoring,
figure-fit. Sanforized fabrics, laboratory-tested 1500 times a month.
Get your money's worth —always say Van Heusen Shirts. $3.25, $3.95,
$4.50. PHILLIPS-JONES CORP., NEW YORK 1, N. Y.

1:1111:5
BRAND NEW
NAVY PARKAS

Woodrow Wilson, in 1912, was the
only Democratic candidate for president ever to carry the State of Maine.

•
Portrait
For
CHRISTI! \s
Delivery
Any Time Befot
Vacation

$16.75

JoHn PAUL

55 PICKERING SQ.. BANGOR"

•
TED NEWHALL
Will Take Your

42" length—with hood
alpaca lined

Bank Bldg.

Phone 8171

•

HOLIDAYS!!
Going Home?? a chance and miss that important
train or bus. Call a taxi. Call Randall's taxi,
the family cab company. That's Bangor 4100

Orono, Main

•
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/'m Usually Wrong

But

Perhaps we're bringing up an issue which by
Published Thursdays during the college
by the students
of the University of Maine. Subscription year
rate:
75(
per
semesnow
has been forgotten, but even so some comment
ter. Local advertising rate: 500 per column inch. Offices on
should be made on it from this learned corner. We
second floor front and third floor, MCA Building.
Tel.
Extension 51. Member Associated Collegiate Press. Represented for
refer, without the slightest hesitation, to the Maine
national advertising by National Advertising Service Inc., College Publisher's Representative, 420
Madison Ave., New York
football
team and the Sun Bowl in El Paso, Texas.
17, N. Y. Entered as Second Class Matter at the Post Office,
Orono, Me.
The bid that Maine received from the Sun Bowl
officials was a "feeler bid," one of probably about
25 or 30 sent out to various schools. It asked if
Maine would be interested in a post season game
in the Sun Bowl.
During the war years, American college fraterThe possibility that Maine would have been
nities suffered near-death blows. It took a shot
selected to play in the Sun Bowl, had they accepted
of Adrenalin, in the form of increased enrollment
the feeler, is very slight. Football down Texas
way is over our heads. But we feel that the stuand awakened interest, to bring them back to life.
dents should have had something to say about the
Today, they are stronger than they have ever been
final decision.
in their history. And, along with the increased enThe fact that they weren't isn't the only thing
rollment and the awakened interest, have come
that prompted this outburst, which probably will
maturity, a growing sense of responsibility, a
be termed Communistic rumblings; and we feel
that this should be made clear. Personally, I think
deeper meaning, a greater prestige. Much of the
it would have been a good thing for the school,
"rah-rah" spirit has been lost. In its fullest sense,
BY BIFF SHALEK
Yeah the good-old-days. Taking out just as did some young
men whose letter appeared
it reflects a growing-up of America, itself.
the 'Flexible-Flyer' and sledding down in John McKernan's
column in the Bangor Daily
Sometimes I wish I was a little kid
the steepest-hills. Heading for the News, but let's
Last week, leaders of the major college fraternidisregard that.
again. A little mud-pie kid. Far from town skating-rink after
supper and
ties discussed their problems and outlined their prelims, quizzes, and dogmatic stateWhat's behind this column is the fact that the
whirling round and round to the fancy entire student
body doesn't have a true voice in
future plans at the annual meeting of the National ments that stick in my craw. Back music. And ending
up on your fanny college government. That's a strong statement,
I
Inter-fraternity Conference held in New York to the days of "Cowboys and Indians," just when you were getting ready to
know,
when
we
have
a
Men's
Senate,
a
Women's
Popsicles, and fifteen-cent movies. The impress THE girl. Big wheel
City. The following facts were brought out:
on a Senate, and a General Senate in operation. But
short-pants days when we'd march out little pond. Spin-the-bottle
days, when it's true.
I. Nearly 100 new chapters have been added of school to a lively tune,
faculty a fight meant a black eye, a loose tooth,
We have committees galore, not representing the
to college campuses, and another 100 are in the played, and my partner was a cute and
maybe a new friend.
student's
opinions, but the opinions of those in the
little
blonde
of
formation.
who
process
now has turned into
Nowadays you don't go looking for groups.
Never, since I've been here, has anyone
a holy-horror. The good-old-days, not trouble. The hospitals
need their beds. asked me in the name of a committee
2. Greater maturity is reflected in the decision
what I
the pennypickle days of my dad, but You use your head for
cramming.
The thought about any problem with which they were
outlaw
"Hell Week" and replace it with "Greek my good-old-days. And
to
yours too. Thermo - Dynamic - Thomas Hardyconcerned. And I think the same applies to the
Week." Traditional hazing, rowdyism, and initiaBut we're grown up now. With Rate of Corp Productivity is—. You're
tion practices move over for a better indoctrination responsibilities. The weight of the a Kappa-Phi-Delta, a North-Hannibal- larger part of the rest of the student body.
The Scabbard and Blade, God rest their souls,
and sound training for all pledges.
world rests squarely on our shoulders. Oak Dormer, or a Perry Ocummo.
has
come up with as good a solution as there is, I
3. The fraternities will participate in a pro- Oh sure, far fetched, but by the lord 99.9 per cent of your time is controlled believe. An organization with a large membership,
Harry there are days when it seems by a little gremlin who runs out every
gram of international student exchange.
that way. What's the old saying; "it three quarters of an hour and tolls meeting once every week; the S & B meets the re4. Throughout the nation, fraternity member- never rains but it
quirements of representing the students much
pours." All the E's you to class. The other tenth of your
better than does a small group of four or five.
ship has attained an all-time, record-breaking total and F's pile up in a big row and sit time is spent in meditation.
North- And
we understand that there is little or no faculty
1,080,000
of
men.
grinning at you. Sure you run the South-East-West-Colvin-Balentine. If
domination.
guantlet
of
alibis.
First it's the in- not—Pat's. Women and Beer or Beer
5. On the average, 50% of this membership
The S & B wants the University to allow them
structors fault. That low-down no and Women, take your pick.
increase is composed of veterans.
to
make decisions on holiday celebrations with any
good so and so. Then it's lack of time
Your life is before you, young man.
6. Fraternities are to take an increasingly im- for study.
atmosphere about them. And, knowing
military
Think on, Mac, there's a Choose wisely. This is the crossroads.
a large number of the men in that assemblage, we
portant place in the promotion of better educa- million of 'em and I've used them all. The turning-point.
Let not the busy
tional practices.
But when brass shows, chum, the byways of life foul you up. Forward feel certain that they would ask persons outside
the group what their opinions were on subjects.
It is an ambitious program. Every aspect means capitals spell Y*0*U. Suprised?
to academic victory!
We need organizations like this.
added responsibility. Here's to a better underWe elect people to positions because we like
standing, to better work within University of
them, not because their ideas coincide with ours.
Maine fraternities and throughout the nation!
Thus we can't expect them to truly represent us
unless they ask our opinions.
—CLAIR CHAMBERLAIN
Therefore, showing a great sense of logic, I
ANDREWS AND LOOK
and Anne Mellhorn proved themselves
members of any committee, but in particular
urge
The annual fall houseparties were the most efficient gamblers. Prof. and
of the Men's and Women's Senates, to find
those
Mrs.
C.
Bennett and Mrs. Bonnefant
held at most of the fraternity houses
out what your classmates want, before expressing
during the weekend beginning Friday, chaperoned.
member of that group
The war has been over for quite a while now, Nov. 21. Orchestras were imported A "Comfortable Clothes" party was an opinion. You aren't a
you're popular.
because
it's
smart;
you're
because
but left over effects of it are still popping up for the occasion and the gayly-deco- held by the Theta Chi boys on Saturyou can give
where
place
only
the
know,
You
rated houses were the scenes of much day the 22nd. Mr. and Mrs. Ted
now and then.
heard is in
adequately
be
and
opinion
personal
frivolity and fun.
Curtis were chaperons. 40 couples a
devil, aren't I.
Lucky
this.
as
such
column
This fact was clearly brought home to us by
a
Sigma Chi held its formal on Fri- joined in the dancing and group sing—BILL BRENNAN
the many people who remarked on the recent day evening. George Fisher's orches- ing.
demonstrations.
episode of firecracker
tra provided the music and chaperons
Phi Mu Delta had its fall houseIt seems that firecrackers sound like guns, and were Col. and Mrs. Fuller and Miss party Nov. 21. The house was decothat type of noise isn't too popular with veterans. Speirs. On Saturday the Sigma Chis rated with silhouettes. Watie Akins
Perhaps some of the jovial spirits who are lucky and their dates attended a picnic at and his orchestra played. "Ma" Yale,
NN'hy don't they have separate movie houses for
Camp Roosevelt. Miss Johnson and Mr. and Mrs. Sutton Munro, and Mr.
this
remember
Children? Dammitall! When I see Roy Rogers I
enough not to be sensitive will
Mr. Edward Lebrun chaperoned.
and Mrs. James Harmon were chaplike to see the love scenes and the short subalso
fact the next time they get the urge.
Lambda Chi's Friday night dance erons.
jects. The kids aren't always quiet in the action
was semi-formal. Music was by
The SAE house was decorated in scenes either. In one running-fight sequence a kid
Wayne Drinkwater, and Mr. and Mrs. house colors of purple and gold with
Editor
sitting on the other side of my wife drew a cap
LARRY JENNESS
Business Manager Bill Sezak were chaperons. A buffet- evergreens completing the theme for pistol and shot hell out of the villain for Roy.
DON SP1LLER
supper and hayride were featured on their houseparty. The Polar Bears
During the newsreel the kids' chattering sounded
Associate Editors: Barbi Day, News; Murph Linehan, Sat. night.
Forty couples attended provided the music. About 90 couples like recess at a large grammar school. I couldn't
Sports; Terry Garcelon, Activities; Martha Leeman,
Make-up; Jo Look and Bonnie Andrews, Society; Don the "Hayshakers Hop" which took attended.
have heard the Ferguson Committee and their star
MacLeod, Art; Bill Brennan, Asst. Editor; Claire place later in the evening, Madolyn
One hundred couples attended the victims, Benny Meyers and Howie Hughes, even
Chamberlain, Editorial Page.
Duffy played and the group enjoyed houseparty at Delta Tau Delta Friday
with a hearing aid.
Reporters: Larry Dunn, Hal Jack, Norma Drummond, old fashioned square dancing
the 21st. The Delts, too, decorated
When it came to the technicolor Woody WoodJanet Patee. Warren Turner, Cliff Whitten, Doris VollUnder
an
awning
of
their
orange
house
and
in
their
colors
of
purple,
cartoon though, I yelled louder than the
pecker
mer, Bob Nesbit, Sam Jones, Hal Haley, Olive Kline,
Blanche Niece, Walter St. Onge, Carolyn Cole, Nancy brown crepe paper streamers, ATOs gold, and white. Sam Saliba and His kids for I am a Woody Woodpecker fan. Whee!
and their guests danced to the music Southernaires played for the evening. Oh boy! And: Ha-ha-ha-Hah! Ha-ha-ha-flab!
Ryan, Eleanor Murray.
Sports Staff: Jerry Rogovin, Bob Winship, Ivan Crouse, of Ray Downs and his orchestra. The Dr. and Mrs. Kirshen and "Mother" Ha-ha-ha-Hah—aaah!
Al Moulton, Hal Jack, Helen Buzzell.
fall decoration theme was completed Cowan acted as chaperons.
Ah, nuts.
Phi Eta Kappa held its traditional
•
Contributors: Arthur Reynolds, Toni Doescher, Helen with pumpkins and tiny lanterns. ChapNoyes, Biff Shalek, Clair Chamberlain, Elizabeth Marden. erons were Mrs. Ruth Whitney, Prof. Indian party on Friday night. EveryMy friend Joe was crawling all over the face
Business Staff: Doris Stanley, Asst. Business Mgr.; and Mrs. Edward Giddings, and Mr. one dressed in true Indian custom.
of Mosquito Mountain early this fall on a Geology
Ralph Flynn, Advertising Mgr.; Mary Hollingdale, Cir- and Mrs. Norman Suarez.
Recent engagements are: Betty Dole field trip when by some freak his wedding band
culation Mgr.; Dorothy Mitchell, Asst. Circulation Mgr.;
Phi Kaps were hosts at a semi-for- and "Biff" Shalek, and Anne Gowen caught on a jutting ledge and snapped. He saved
Florence Thompson, Subscription Manager.
mal Monte Carlo Party on Friday and A. Arthur Noble, Jr.
the ring, and a lucky thing that—he was married
Advertising Staff: Don Jones, Arthur Norwood, George the 21st. The presence of professional
Lou Gammell of Sigma Chi has only last June. After he arrived home his wife
Vardamis, Roger Pendleton, Ted Gridley, Pat Woodward.
gamblers from the U.S.S. Goss gave recently pinned Jo Bowley of Endicott locked him in and hid all his shoes until she could
Circulation Staff: Grace Griffin, Martha Bond, Gladys the party an authentic tone. Gambling College.
have the ring braised.
Sampson, Anna Lurvey, Ruth Berglund. Jane Webb,
Married are Richard Lutts and Betty
Not that she doesn't trust Joe, you know, it's
Jessie Cowis, Marilyn Wyman, Marcia Howard, Betty games of all kinds made the evening
a truly educational one. Bob Bleakney Brewer of Salem, Mass.
Baker, Dave Hamlin, Carlton 11fcGary.
just that she wants him to wear that ring.

For Better Fraternities

SCOTCH AND SODA

University Society

Too Much Like Guns

Asan4 diigctioss Safi:
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MCA Membership Drive Closes Representatives
Navy Speak
Barely Short Of 2000 Quota Of
On Opportunities

One thousand six hundred and
thirty-nine students enrolled in the
Maine Christian Association during the
recent membership drive. Although
this is 361 short of its goal of 2000
members, the MCA considers it excellent support of its program.
Although the drive has closed, the
enrollment of the off-campus students
and men's dorms which have incompleted returns will continue. There is
still an opportunity for students to
join by stopping at the office in the
MCA building.
Among the fraternities, Theta Chi
and Tau Epsilon Phi headed the list
with 100% of their members enrolled
in the MCA. Phi Eta Kappa was
close behind with 98%.
North Dorm #5 also had 100%
membership. In the women's dorm
group, South Estabrooke and West
Hall are tied with 85% membership.
Colvin Hall had 83%.

Membership co-chairmen wete Kay
Kennedy '49, and Bob Beals '50.

Folsom And Meade
Win Scholarships

Advantages of employment by one
of the world's largest engineering and
business firms, the U. S. Navy, will
be discussed by comm. F. E. Swanson
and Lt. Comm. P. R. Clark Friday,
December 5, in the Little Theatre.
Comm. Swanson will talk to engineers of all branches at 11 o'clock.
Lt. Comm. Clark will meet with students interested in active duty with the
Supply Corps at 1 o'clock.
In announcing his visit to the University, Swanson stated that his purpose is to acquaint engineering students with the great variety of professional opportunities with the Civil Engineer Corps.

Xmas Vespers Yale Captain Said:
To Be Held 'You Deserve
This Ball'

Christmas Vespers, sponsored by the
Assembly Committee with the cooperation of the Maine Christian Association
and Mu Alpha Epsilon, will be held
Sunday afternoon, December 14, at
4 o'clock, in Memorial Gymnasium.
The program will consist of a concert of Christmas music by the University Symphony Orchestra, combined
glee clubs, and a brass ensemble.
Among the selections will be a presentation of Handel's Hallelujah Chorus.
Christmas Vespers has been an annual feature for many years at Maine,
and always attracts a great many
people from surrounding towns as
well as a large percentage of the student body. Dr. A. Morton Turner is
chairman of the joint committee sponsoring the Vespers.

1.:1" DON GROSS

"You deserve this football, Maine,"
the captain of the Yale eleven said,
presenting the ball to members of a
defeated University of Maine team.
Scholarships in the amount of $250
It happened back in 1933, when
were awarded to Elmer Folsom and
Coach Fred Brice's strong, stubborn
Aletha Meade by the Educational Aid
little Maine team bowed unwillingly
Fund of the Maine State Grange
to Coach Mal Stevens' substituteladen Yale squad. The game, the last
The scholarships were awarded on
the Bears played at the Yale Bowl,
the basis of scholastic standing and
stood goose-egg to goose-egg at the
moral leadership to two outstanding
upperclass students
half, and Maine had Yale's highpowered
gridiron vehicle stopped cold.
Elmer Folsom, class of '48, holds
Seemingly,
Maine wore itself out
country
cross
inter-collegiate
the state
"beating" Yale, for it was only in the
record. He is a Senior Skull, member
closing stages that the Elis managed
of the M Club, the Agriculture Club
to
run through two lucky touchdowns
team.
and Captain of the track
to
end
the game at 14-7.
Aletha Meade, also class of '48, is
The
pigskin, representing the ultiEconomics
Home
the
a member of
mate in Maine's sporting spirit, now
Club, a Dean's List student, and holder
Eight pledges to Alpha Zeta, honorreposes, only slightly deflated, in the
of University scholarships.
ary Agricultural Fraternity, have been
Pierce Trophy Room at the Alumni
announced by president Charles CunDr. Payson Smith will give a brief Memorial Gym.
ningham.
talk about the effects of Universal
Under the sponsorship of the "M"
They are: Burleigh Crockett, George Military Training on the American ed- Club, the Trophy Room will be open
Millay, Jasper Haggerty, Sherwood ucational system at the meeting of the for inspection during the Aggie Fair
Gordon, John Bragg, William Weston, Wesley Foundation on Sunday, Decem- dance this Saturday night.
Benedict Stearns, and Donald Spiller. ber 7, at 7:00 p.m.,
The photos of many of Maine's
athletic record-holders, the trophies
won by great Bear teams,
other
• sporting lore as pungent andand
as reminiscent as the smell of sweat in the
dressing room, are on display.
Colored in Oil

Alpha Zeta
Pledges Eight

Dr. Smith Speaks
To Wesley Group

PORTRAITS

•

8x10
$1.50
Robert E. Smith
Admin. Lobby
Mon.-Thurs. 12:30

5x7
$1.00
Or

4x6
$.75
Call
Bangor 21719

M.P.,..••••••••,,,....

TOUR LATEST OUTSTANDING SCREEN HITS

BANGOR and ORONO
M 8c P Theatres
OPERA HOUSE
BANGOR
Rest of the Week
"GREEN DOLPHIN
STREET"

"I've always been
a part of your
telephone service"

Sun., Mon., Tues., Wed.
Dec. 7, 8, 9, 10
"THE UNSUSPECTED"
Joan Caulfield, Claude Rains

BIJOU
BANGOR
Held over—Ends Friday
"WHERE TIIERE'S LlFF
Bob Hope, Signe Hass()

"You'll find my name on your Bell telephone—you see it
on reels of cable being fed into manholes or strung on poles
—you'd find it, too, on the complex equipment in your telephone exchange.
"As the supply member of the Bell Telephone team, I
manufacture equipment. purchase supplies, distribute both to
the telephone companies,and install central office equipment.
"Year in, year out. I help my Bell Telephone teammates
to give you the world's best telephone service at the lowest
possible cost.
"Remember my name—it's Western Electric."

Western Electric
A UNIT OF THE BELL

SYSTEM SINCE 1882

Sat., Sun., Mon., Tues.
"THIS TIME FOR KEEPS"
Esther Williams, Jimmy Durante

PARK
IL%\GOB

5TRPN D
ORONO
lice. 3-4
Wed. &
Double Feature
"BULLDOG DRUMMOND AT
BAY"
Ron Randall, Anita Louise
Plus
"NORTHWEST OUTPOST"
Nelson Eddy, Ilona Massey
6:30-7:40
Fri. & Sat., Dec. 54
"CROSSFIRE"
Robert Young, Robert Mitchum
Sat. Matinee 2:30-6:30-8:28
Sun. & Mon., Dee. 7-8
"NIGHTMARE ALLEY"
Tyrone Power, Joan Filondell
Sun. Matinee 3:00-6:30-8:31
Tuesday, Dec. 9
"CALENDAR GIRL"
Jane Frazee, William Marshall
Also Shorts 6:30-8:28

I burs., Dec. 4
"DARK DELUSION"
"THE INVISIBLE WALL"
Dec. 5, 6, Fri., Sat.
Wed. & Thurs., Dec. 10-11
"MARK OF ZORRO"
"UNDER TIIE TONTO RIM"
Double Feature
"THArS MY MAN"
Dee. 7, 8, 9, Sun.-Tues.
"MAGNIFICENT
Don Ameche, Catherine McLeod
OBSESSION"
Plus
"GOLDEN BOY"
"GASHOUSE KIDS OUT
WEST"
Dec. 10, 11, Wed., Thur..
"DARK PASSAGE"
Emory Parnell, Chili Williams
"STORK BITES MAN"
6:30-7:32
Bijou and Opera House operate continuously from 1:30 to 11 o'clock.
Matinee Prices: 35# to 5 o'clock

Boxing, Wrestling
Are Offered Daily
Stan Wallace's office has announced
that wrestling instructions are now
being offered daily from 3:30 to 5 p.m.,
Monday through Friday, under the
supervision of Richard Harlow, and
that boxing instructions will be offered
during the same hours, beginning December 8,
All men interested in participating
in intramural boxing or wrestling are
required to take physical examinations,
and are required to have sufficient instruction in the sport of their selection
to be properly qualified for competition, before they will be allowed to
enter any contest.

JERRY HAS
"I Can't Get Started"
"Jazz at the Philharnlllll
Vol. 1-6
Complete Line of
U. of M. SEAL JEWELRY
for Christmas Gifts
TOYS—JEWELRY—GIFTS

Radio Sales & Service
32 Main St.

Orono, Me.

A FULLER HAIR BRUSH
Makes a Fine
CHRISTMAS GIFT
See your local Fuller Brush

Salesman for
A Complete Line of
QUALITY BRUSHES

RALPH WARD
Orono 503
•

H
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Maine Hoopsters Open Saturday At Bates

On next Wednesday night, Maine's
'M' Cub To Meet
latest basketball quintet will be presented to a home audience when the
TueAcy in Trophy Room
Bears tackle a good Colby aggregation
in Memorial Gym. The Mules have
The "NI" Club will meet in the
not been hurt by graduation, and many
The Maine Bears %%ill attempt to carry on in basketball
Pierce Trophy Room of the Alumni
where
folks think that they'll be the dark
Memorial Gym at 7 p.m., Tuesday, they left off in football, when they open the new hoop
horse in the State Series, but we soon
season next
Over seventy candidates have re- December 9, George Nfarsanskis, pres- Saturday night against Bates College at Lewiston. Just as the Bears
shall see. This Saturday evening the
Bears play their premiere series con- sponded to Coach Chester Jenkins' call ident of the organization, announces. took the football title away from the Bobcats this fall, they
hope to
test with last year's champs, Bates at for indoor track material and are
duplicate the feat in basketball.
Lewiston. The Bobcats are not anx- working out in the field house. This
The Bobcats edged out Maine for
ious to relinquish their hold on the group will be added to as late comers
the title last year by a single game by
crown, and this year's team is just are able to report.
winning six out of nine games as
about the previous season's all over
The squad looks strong in the longMaine tied Colby for second place with
again. From Bowdoin comes no news er events with many experienced men
five wins and four losses in series play.
whatsoever. Consequently look out! returning, including Captain Elmer
The Bears will open their home
Thus, adding up all available informa- Folsom, Doug Morton, Arnie Davis,
season
against Colby, Wednesday, Detion, it appears that a humdinger of a Sam Silsby, Mel Lane, and Ronnie
cember
10. The Mules will be rememState Series is in the offing.
Everett. Most of these men, plus John
bered as the team that started Maine
Wallac
e, have been running crossFirst Come, etc....
on the down grade last year, when
This year's big problem will be country all fall and are in top condithey
caught the Bears in a slump and
seating interested spectators of tion for the coming season. Arnie Daupset
them, 52-45.
whom there will be plenty. Me- vis, consistent two-mile winner last
Back
in the Maine line-up from last
year,
is
recovering from an operation
morial Gymnasium at its most
year's squad are Ted Boynton. Charlie
jam-packed capacity will accomThe middle distances will display
Goddard, and George O'Donnell. Bob
modate 3200 lucky people, and
another seasoned cluster, notably Ken
Gates,
star of the 1945-46 squad, is
vtith better than 4800 eager
Vennett, Carroll Taylor, Wally Brown,
back
workin
g out at a forward spot
court-sport watchers in the vicin- Sam Silsby, and Jim Davee. It is in
and
will
very
likely start against Bates.
ity, somebody is going to get left
the half mile and the dashes that Coach
Missing from the line-up, and sorely
out in the cold. Many colleges Jenkins will have the biggest worries.
missed, is Al Burgess who has starred
larger than Maine have been
The loss of Charles Chapman and
at
both guard and forward positions
faced with the same dilemma
Martin Hagopian will be felt in the
for the Bears for the last two years.
and they have found that their dashes, as their departure has left this
Burgess has been ruled ineligible after
only recourse was to "ration" department with little material. Ed
having
had three years of varsity comstudent and faculty admissions. Simmons improved rapidly towards
the
FIVE CONTENDERS for the varsity hoop squad line up with Coach
petitio
n.
Ben Curtis, first string guard
Here at Maine this measure has end of last year and may take up
some
Allen for an after-scrimmage picture. They are: Buz Feeney (kneel
from last year's squad, has left, via
ing),
been shelved until at least a
of the slack created by this loss.
Ted Boynton, Bob Gates, Al Hopkins, and George O'Donnell.
graduation.
couple of home games have been
With Joe Leclair, Blaine Beal, Bill
—Newh
Al Hopkins is expected to draw the
all
Photo
played in order that the admin- Rogers, Ray Humes
, Dave Cates, and
startin
g position at guard in Curtis'
istration may see first hand just
Scott 1Vebster all available for duty the
place. With Boynton and Gates in the
how many fans turn out. Should
hurdles seem to be well stocked. The
forward positions, Goddard at center,
the expected happen, however, jumping events
are fairly strong with
and Hopkins and O'Donnell at the
and everybody and his brother such performers
as Bob Emerson, Beal,
guard
spots the Bears should present
gangs up on the old sweat-shop, and Russ Dow
back to compete, while
an extremely formidable offense, and
then some sort of rotation sys- the pole vault
has Emerson and George
a better than average defense. If
tem (old term, new twist) will
Higgins.
Coach
Anothe
"Eck" Allen uses the moderately
footbal
r
l
season has gone total yardage on passes however, the
be instituted.... It's just gotta
Plenty of familiar names are to be into the record books
fast
break
as he has in the past, the
for
the
Unibe, pal, it's just gotta be.
seven opponents garnered 704 to the
found on the roster of weight men, versity of Maine and
Maine
team
may be expected to run
lookin
g
back
we
Bears'
372,
an
average of 47.5 more
Speak Up, Man, Speak Up!
chief among these being George Mar- find that the Black Bears
up some record scores this winter.
have
comyards
per
game.
This humble writer has been ap- sanskis, Vaughn
Totman, Al Sproul, pleted their most successful schedule
The Bears will have no easy time
"Rabbit" Dombkowski won both the
proached several times by various and John Collins,
and Ray Stark. Alden, since 1928. It was in that year that
of it in their opener against Bates.
scoring and ground gaining titles in
sundry personalities with the sugges- who showed
up well on the Annex the Pale Blue last won all but one
Although Jack Joyce and Red Barry
the State Series accounting for 71
tion that some responsible person get squad, is
expected to strengthen the of their seven games, losing only to
have both left, the Bobcats still have
points of the 144 total for the season's
the ball rolling and form a Maine ice weight crew
when he is able to report. Yale by one touchdown.
a strong squad left from last year.
play and averaging 524 yards per
hockey team.... Truly a magnificent
—CLIFF WarrrEzr
This
past
season
the Maine eleven carry in Series games. In addition to
idea, but who and where is this reduplic
ated
that
record
downi
by
ng
makin
all
g first-string on the All State
sponsible person? It is plainly evident
of their opponent except the New team, "Rabbit" was accorded Honor
that there is plenty of hockey talent on
Hampshire Wildcats, who will be com- able Mention on the Associated Press
campus, but the problem is to get it
peting in the Glass Bowl on Satur- All-Eastern squad along with Art
organized and arrange a schedule for
The Jayvee squad under the leader- day. The Bears racked up 144 points Blanch
ard of Bates.
the club. Possibly some member of the
ship of Coach Sam Sezak open their to their opponents' 73 and were outSeveral important intramural basfaculty has a hidden desire to lead
In
winnin
g their first State Champi14 game schedule Wednesday, Decem gained in but two contests, those with
ketball
games are on tap this week, as
such team ...dost thou hear, teacher??
onship
since
1934, the Bears dominated
ber 10th against a strong Aroostook New Hampshire and Connecticut.
the teams swing back into action after
the
All-State
team
which
was
The CAMPUS and Intramural@
selected
State Normal School quintet at the
Maine held the advantage in pass by the coaches. Dombkowski, Phil the Thanksgiving layoff. The three
While talking about organizaMemorial Gymnasium.
completions connecting 21 times in Coulombe, Al Wing and Jack Zollo leagues are beginning to shape up, as
tion and organizers, leave us not
The squad as it lines up now, has 45 attempts for an average of .466 were named
on the first team and a several still undefeated teams take the
forget Wally and Woody and the
15 men working as three teams. As
while
the opposition were completing number of Maine players were placed lead in their respective divisions. Phi
of
rest of the P.T. staff. This year's
Monday afternoon's practice, the top 39 of Ill tries for a .351 average. In on
Gam, Phi Eta, and Tau Ep are leadthe subsequent squads.
intramural sehedule is the bigfive were Bill Chesley and Owen
ing in the Fraternity League with two
gest yet, and these capable gents
Southard, forwards, Bill Farnsworth,
wins apiece, while Phi Mu and Beta
have assimilated the dozens of
center, and Eddie Hoctor and Bill
are also undefeated.
basketball teams into respective
Leach, guards. Other candidates, still
In the Central Dorm League, the
leagues in an almost routine
in the running are, Red Keith, Leon
First
Floor Dunn Hall Minutemen led
manner. Realizing the newsBrown, Norm Shaw and Dick Watson,
by
Burt
Goddard and Ernie Lowell are
worthy value of these intramural forwar
BY MORNA KIMBALL
Robin was played among the dormids, Bob Cobb and Dick Bachelsetting the pace in the Gold Division
games, the CAMPUS would like
der, centers, and Al Panarese, Fred
A basketball jamboree, under the tory teams. Dorm Managers, appointed as they swept over their first two opto recount the outstanding plays
Thurlow, Reggie Lord, and Ernie
by the Junior Council, are: Balentine, ponents by
direction of Rae Seavey, basketball
impressive scores. The
and players of every contest
Martikainen, guards.
Esther Freese; Colvin, Barbara Gam- Green Divisi
on
of the league is headed
throughout the season. but availmanager, and her assistants, Colleen mell; South Estabr
ooke, Laura Moul- by a strong Center
The schedule is as follows:
Oak team with last
able space in the sport section
Dec. 10 Aroostook State Normal Richardson and Dorothy Mitchell, took ton; North Estabrooke, Carolyn year's intramural champi
simply will not perniit. It ill be
ons, West
place Tuesday, December 2, at 8:00 Strong; East Hall, Norma Hatch;
School
Oak, still undefeated.
possible, however, to ehe league
13 Washington State Normal p.m. in the Women's Gym. Demon- West Hall, Vera Edfors; and OffThe Blue Division of the North
standings and write-tips of the
strations of tactics and rules were giv- Campus. Mary Nfehann.
School
Dorm
League has two teams with a
playoffs, and so it shall be.
en by Morna Kimball and Polly True.
Jan. 10 at Maine Annex
Hockey Recognition Supper is to be clean
slate
as Bob MacDonald's 7, 8,
Sputtcr-sputicr
An exhibition game was played be- held December 4 at 6:45 p.m. in the
13 Coburn
& 9 quintet and a strong Dorm *1 five
Congrats to the guys who made the
tween the All-Maine and Reserve Balentine Smoker. All intramural
15 at Colby Jayvees
are still undefeated and lead the league
all-star teams ... Looks like the Bear
.
team, made up of Helen Buzzell, Peg hockey players are eligible to attend
17 Bowdoin Jayvees
hoopsters are equi pdepwitah game
Millington, Jean Dennison, Louise as well as W.A.A. council members.
20 Bates Jayvees
hoopsters are equipped with a few tall
Litchfield, Barbara Vaughan, and LouFeb. 2 M. C. I.
Martha Bond is general chairman of
fellers this year ... they lend a comise Hilton and a special team com- the supper. Bonnie Andre
14 Maine Annex
ws is toastfortable feeling to the atmosphere..
Something new has been added at
posed of Bonnie Andrews, Betty Fried- mistress and Thelma
16 Ricker Junior College
..
Crossl
and is in Coe Colleg
If West Point officials planned to drop
e—students in the future
ler, Mary Bachelder, Sparky Richard- charge of awards.
18 at Bates Jayvees
will be given "time to think."
Notre Dame from their grid schedule
son, Mary Zelenkewich, Carolyn
21 Higgins
The speaker will be Satyendra Baliga
A day off now and then will be
quite some time ago, why didn't they
Strong, and Shirley Johnson.
25 Colby Jayvees
of Calcutta, India, who will discuss granted so
do it before the war years??
students can study, talk to
27 at Bowdoin Jayvees
Following this game, a Round- Field Hockey as it is played
in India. their teachers or "just sit and
think

Coach Jenkins
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Pale Blue Opens Home Slate
Against Cotby Next Wednesday
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Dr. Eddy To Address Group
On World Crisis, December 10

1)eueurber 1. 19 17

Orono, Maim

Prologue Out Use Of Ski Tow
December i5 Is Poster Prize
will meet University
two conIn New Contest
June

LounPrevi

. N1.1

To Hold Debates
With Colby Teams

Colby College
Dr. Sherwood Eddy, author and
He has had intimate contacts with of Maine varsity debaters in
Janice Crane, Maine junior, has an
lecturer, will discuss the "World Crisis such famous leaders as Stalin, Ghandi, tests to be held here Friday afternoon. article entitled "The New Look Views
The Maine affirmative team,
and the Marshall Plan" in an address Nehru, Chiang Kai-Shek, and Presithe College Man" in Prologue, the
Free use of the Maine Outing Clubs
Swanton and Kay Kennedy, will deto students and faculty Wednesday, dent Benes.
new
intercollegiate magazine which is ski tow for the entire school year is
bate in the New Library Lecture room
December 10, at 3:45 p.m., in the Little
Dr. Eddy has been lecturing to stu- at 4 p.m. A negative team, not an- coming out about December 15. Pro- being offered as first prize in a Ski
Theatre.
dent-faculty groups for several decades. nounced as yet, will meet Colby in 4 logue contains many articles and short Poster contest being conducted by the
MOC.
stories.
Dr. Eddy spent the summer travel- His present tour of New England is Stevens South at the same time.
The poster may portray anything
The central editorial board of ProMaine varsity debaters held their
ing through Great Britain, Holland, sponsored by the Student Christian
first intercollegiate debate of the season logue is at Bowdoin, headed by Donald from an "Arlberg Crouch" to a "snow
France, Switzerland, Czechoslovakia, Movement.
before Thanksgiving when four stu- B. Storey. There are other boards at bunny," a beautiful girl skier who
and Germany, where he met with prime
dents
met Bowdoin college at Bruns- U. of M., Colby and Bates. A Pro- provides the scenery on the slopes. It
ministers, cabinet members and other Dickinson Is Named
wick. Taking part in the non-deci- logue subscription drive will start soon. may contain a catchy slogan, a ski
important leaders.
To National Council
sion debates were: Ed Cormier, Don The price is $1.00 for four issues. Any jingle, or any other idea in the ski
He is the author of 35 volumes on
Dr. Charles A. Dickinson, professor Waring, Royal Graves, and Larry contributions should be turned in to line.
international, social and religious
Jayne Hanson at So. Estabrooke.
The finished product should be left
questions. He has first hand knowledge of i)s. chology, has been named a mem- Jenness.
in
Room 35, Colvin Hall, Room 108,
Next
ber
event
of the Council of the National
of the debating season
of battlefields and leaders of both
Oak Hall, or Room R, Building 4,
is scheduled for December 12 and 13, 'Ivan The Terrible'
world wars. He was present at the Committee for Mental Hygiene.
North Dorms, not later than 24 hours
capture of Mukden by the Japanese in
The Council is composed of those when eight students will take part in Shown Twice Today
before
the Christmas recess. The posta
tournament sponsored by the Uni1931, at Hitler's "blood-bath" speech persons who might appropriately be
er
that
in the opinion of the judges
versity
of
Vermont
Burlington.
at
to the Reichstag in 1934 and at Martin elected to the Board, but who because
"Ivan the Terrible," a Russian moving picture dealing with the life of best presents the spirit of recreational
Niernoller's last address before being of distance are unable to assume the
sent to a concentration camp.
Czar Ivan the Fourth, will be shown skiing will be declared winner. All
responsibilities of a director.
Library Has Portraits
twice today, Thursday, December 4. entries become the property of the
Maine Outing Club and will be used
Portraits of the 32 presidents of the
The movie, a full length film with
United States have been presented to English sub-titles, is scheduled for to redecorate the ski cabin.
the University of Maine library by showing at 4 p.m., in the Little TheaLangdon J. Freese, of Bangor, Louis tre, and 7:30 p.m., in the New Li- Park Photos Displayed
T. Ibbotson, librarian, announced to- brary Lecture room. There will be a
A showing of photographs and origiday.
small admission charge.
nal paintings of United States NaCHRISTMAS CARDS
tional Parks is now on display in the
small art gallery atop South Stevens.
Brownie
50 and 100
This art was reproduced in the June
START YOUR DAY
Marta
21 for $1.00
1947 issue of Fortune magazine, and
will be on view until December 23.
with
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100 and 15c

Hanson House

Maine has 2,465 lakes.

MONDAY THROUGH SATURDAY
46 Columbia St.

Bangor, Me.
Tel. 6688

6:30 to 8:00 A.M.
DIAL 910

5000 WATTS

Home Plate
Restaurant
44 Main St., Orono
Phone 460

Here's Why

You Can't Afford To Miss

THE FARMER's FAIR
Tractor Plowing Contest
Record album—Viner's
Cologne—Carroll's Cut Rate, Bangor
Candy—Frank's Grocery, Bangor
Seed Counting Contest
Arvin radio—Park's Hardware and Variety. Orono
Record album—Radio Sales and Service, Orono
Potato Variety Identification
Radio—Maine Potato Growers
Pen and pencil set—Me. P. G.
Pen—Me. P. G.
Three Man Relay Race
Floor lamp—Freese's. Bangor
Card table—Central Furniture, Bangor
Record album—Andrews
3 pencils—Me. P. G.
Coed Potato Picking Contest
$10 permanent wave—Marcris, Orono
Manicure set—Aroostook Potato Growers
Pen—Me. P. G.
Perfume—Carrol Cut Rate, Old Town
Faculty Potato Picking Contest
Three cwt. bags of potatoes—Katandin Valley Seed
Improvement Assoc.
Three pencils—Me. P. G.
Coed Cow Milking Contest
$10 permanent wave—Buffum, Orono
Manicure set—University Store Co.
Pen—Me. P. G.
Wallet—Dakin's
Calico Queen
Crown of flowers
Corsages for all
Wrist watch—Aggie Club
Plane trip—North East Airlines

Door Prizes—Men's
Sports shirt—M. L. French
Gas, oil change, and lubrication job—Kenney's Service
Sta., Orono
$5 cleaning—Hillson's, Orono
Sweater—anonymous
Flannel shirt—Cutler's, Old Town
Notebook—University Store Co.
Door Prizes—Women's
Suitcase—Utterback & Gleason
Finger wave and shampoo—Marcris, Orono
$5 merchandise—Sears, Roebuck and Co., Bangor
Lamp—Old Town Furniture
Record album—Harmon's, Bangor
Spot Prizes
Theatre tickets—M. & P. Theatres, Bangor
Meal ticket—Home Plate, Orono
Lamp—Bangor Hydro-Electric
Lamp—Goldsmith's, Old Town
Lucky Ticket Holder—Girl
Blouse—Smith's Specialty Shop, Bangor
Skirt—Wardwell's, Bangor
Slip—Cortell-Segal, Bangor
Purse—Rines, Bangor
Shoes—Old Town Shoe Co.
Nylons—Bell's
Lucky Ticket Holder—Male
Trousers—Benny Sklar, Old Town
Shirt—A. J. Goldsmith
Sports jacket—Virgie's, Orono
Necktie—Allan Lewis, Bangor
Mallory hat—Largay's, Bangor
Cattle and Poultry Judging Prizes
American Ayrshire Breeders' Assoc.
American Guernsey Cattle Club
Money. Plaques,
American Jersey Cattle Club
Models, Books
Holstein-Friesian Assoc. of America
International Harvester Co.
Maine Poultry Improvement Assoc

Meet Your Friends At The Fieldhouse
Saturday, December 6, 10 A.M.-12 P.M.

Complete
FOUNTAIN SERVICE
DOUBLE-KAY NUTS
Complete Line of
PAPERS & MAGAZINES
Come in and
Try Our Fine Service
Open 7 a.m. to 12 p.m.
OUR SPECIALTY
STEAKS
CIIOPS
FRIED CLAMS
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THE MAINE CAMPUS

Lounge in New Libe Gives
Preview Of Student Union

Club Notes
Theta Rho Chili

The coi;versation kung hi the oil 1 Storage space of 400 cubicles back
library building officially opened at • of the reading room is accessible to
7 a.m. on Tuesday, December 2, pro- off campus students. There they may
viding a miniature preview of a stu- check their possessions for the day.
dent union.
Plans for a snack bar, book store
President Hauck, Deans Wilson and style, with the addition of tables and
Wieman, and a committee from the booths, are being made. This will be
General Student Senate consisting of located in what was formerly the baseEd Snyder, Morna Kimball, Mary- ment stack room as soon as reconverGrace Tibbetts, and Ralph Barnett, sion can be made.
supervised the arrangement and adThe hours set up by the student
ministration of the basement floor of committee
are 7 a.m. to 10 p.m., Monthe library as a meeting ground where day
through Thursday, 7 a.m. to 12
students can read, play bridge, or just p.m. Friday
and Saturday, and 7 p.m.
visit.
to 10 p.m. on Sunday.
The main lounge is comfortably
furnished with deep chairs, low tables,
Shibles Reveals 658
ash stands, and a fireplace for atmosphere. A reading room equipped with Take Extension Courses
magazines and newspapers leads into
Dean Mark R. Shibles, director of
a smaller lounge that may on occasion
the General Extension Division. anbe used for meetings. A committee
nounces that 658 students have regismeeting room, accommodating about
tered in 12 extension courses organized
35 people, may be reserved by conin off-campus areas this fall.
tacting Mr. Worrick. assistant to the
This extension program constitutes
Dean of Men.
a wide "in-service training program"
for those engaged in teaching in Maine.
The extension courses are distributed
throughout the state.

Newman Tidings
Issued Regularly

I

Ski Tow
The Maine Outing Club still needs
some help cleaning up the ski slope
before snow comes. There are stumps
to be removed, logs to be sawed, and
wood to be split.
Transportation will leave building 4,
room R, North Dorms at the following hours: Saturday morning, 8:30;
Saturday afternoon, 1 o'clock; Sunday
morning, 9:15, Sunday afternoon, 1
o'clock.
The MOC has several saws and
axes, but it will be appreciated if volunteers will bring their own if possible.

The second issue, published before
Thanksgiving recess, contained several
articles about the proposed near-campus Catholic Chapel, feature stories,
and news items concerning various
Catholic students.
Among the many students working
on the publication are Walter St.
Onge, a campus staff-member, Mary
Carillo, and Morris Shaunessey.

MCA Deputations
To Meet December 10
There will be a meeting for all who
signed up for MCA Deputations on
'Wednesday, December 10, at 7 p.m.,
in the upstairs lounge of the MCA.
Plans for trips to a dozen churches
will be discussed.

FREESE'S
Main St.
FE kTURES -

Bangor, Me.
RROW PRODUCTS

FOR THE HOLIDAY
FESTIVITIES

•••••‘'-'•
We made an adjective

MAKE FREESE'S YOUR

OUR NEW FREE SERVICE
TO DOOK-GIVERS
in and ask vs about
gift Alt(It?t be wrong! olVE.•
A-B(110K vvicrtIFICATE•4
are redeem:I-le r Imockeds of
ka.ling hook and department
stores all over the country. Why
not use this na—, free service
for :01 of your hard-to-rick
ind
nrescrac!
BETT'S BOOKSTORE
58 Columbia St.
Bangor, Maine

Open Er
7 a.m.-I0 p.m.
Every day except Sunday
Try our
New Banquet Room
for your Sorority parties.
Now you can have privacy,
and we can ghe :loui better
service in the main d' ' g
room.

Into a noun, that's all.

GIFT SHOPPING

A -thrifty" is a person who looks for

HEADQUARTERS

Three ingredients in every clothing purchase:

1. Style—good looks, comfort, fit.
2. Quality—fine fabrics, fine workmanship.

FREESE'S

Com::

Spruce's -Cog -Codge

t. Nite

Paul Smith has been elected president of the North Dorms Council following the resignation of John Ault.
At the same meeting, the Council
approved a constitution, to be ratified
by residents of the dorms Smith, a member of the General
Student Senate, has been in the Council
since its organization this fall.

GET READY
NOW!

&TheGiftThatCan'tBelVrong!

IILY

ing classes regularly at the Arts and
Crafts Workshop in the MCA building
every Friday afternoon. Many of them
are now beginning their Christmas
presents, doing leather tooling, wood
carving, metal work, and glass etching.
Connie Thomes, Lexey Carter, and
Mrs. Elsa Wiley of the library staff
are in charge of the project.

Paul Smith
Elected Prexy
To Replace Ault

WHAT IS .A.` THMFTY

LTY
:HOPS
MS

THE

Spanis.ii Club

A statement of purpose of Theta 1, Senor Panunzio will hold a "TertuRho club was read at the last meeting lia" at his home at 56 Forest Avenue,
of that organization by President Orono, at 7:30 Tuesday, December 9,
for those interested in Spanish conDouglas Johnson.
The statement read as follows: "The versations. Games and refreshments
will be included in the entertainment.
purpose of the Theta Rho Club is to
Anyone interested in attending
perpetuate and intensify fellowship,'
i should leave his name at 9 North
and promote happiness among its mem- Stevens before December
8.
bers, thereby benefiting campus life."
The next meeting of the club is Handicraft Club
planned for December 8.
A group of students has been attend-

The U. of M. Newman Tidings, a
four page mimeographed news letter,
is now being published regularly by
Maine Newman club members.
The purpose of the publication, as
stated by Father Francis E. LeTourneau, is to further the exchange of
news among local university members
and with other clubs throughout the
country.

;ervice
12 p.m.

rot
Post
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3. Value—your money's worth and more.
It means a person who buys Arrow products.

\t .11P
..N...4

PS- -You'll always get a good deal at your Arrow dealer's.
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4
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MAINE'S GREAT STORE

RECORDS
Popular — Classical — Hot Jazz
MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS
Bought, Sold, Exchanged, Repaired, Rented

SAM VINER MUSIC CO.
53 Pickering Sq., Bangor

ARROW SHIRTS and TIES

)*)
UNDERWEAR • HANDKERCHIEFS • SPORTS SKIRTS

ARROVY SHIRTS and TIES
UNDERWEAv
If you

Shirts
Ties
Shorts

:::‘::,;:.:RCI-BLFS • SPORTS

want VALUE and AMERICA'S FAVORITE
COLLEGE STYLES
"ASK FOR ARROWS"
from $3.25
" 1.00
" 1.00

Undershirts
from $ .85
Sports shirts
" 4.25
Handkerchiefs "
.35

A. J. GOLDSMITH
OLD TOWN
Selling to Students for 40 rears
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Larry Dunn, a junior majoring in
Theatre, has been named as technical
director for the forthcoming production, while Dick Pratt, also a theatre
major, has been appointed assistant
to the director.
Dunn, who assisted Prof. Herschel
Bricker in the direction of "The Magnificent Yankee," has been active in
the Masque for over two years; being
mainly concerned with back stage
work. He has been electrician on

Deceniber 4, 1947

Modern Paintings By Andrew Vargish Make Colorful Display

Angel Street's' Cast Of Five
To Go On Boards Wednesday
BY BILL BRENNAN
"Angel Street," the second production of the current season for the
Maine Masque Theatre, goes on the
boards Wednesday evening at 8:15,
starring George Berger and Marilyn
Hoyt. A five character play. "Angel
Street" has been billed as a "Victorian
thriller."

Orono,

I

numerous productions, has stage managed several, and has done some work
in set designing.
In "Angel Street," which is a story
based in the Victorian period, Dunn
has designed and directed construction
of the set, a room in a house on Angel
Street in London.
This past summer, Dunn had extensive training in scenery design and
construction under the guidance of
Christopher Williams, a New York
and London commercial artist, and
stage designer at the Camden Hills
Theatre.
Pratt, vice president of the Masque
at the present time, has confined most
of his activities while with the theatre
group to business matters. He was
business manager for two years previous to his election to the position

Students whose art education is only
a painful memory of printed reproductions of old Dutch masters may bring
their understanding up to date on a
colorful show of modern paintings, the
original work of Andrew Vargish,
now displayed in the Maine Art Gallery atop Stevens South.

Mr. Vargish likes to paint blocky,
ground center a schooner rides the
seascapes, wispy-tailed mermaids, and abstract storm.
the bones of decayed fish. One of these
Though the layman may be puzzled
seascapes, The Blue Sea, has no as to just what Vargish is getting at
frothy spume and feathery whitecaps in some paintings—one looks like an
but is a virile jumble of waves that egg frying in old bacon grease—his
resemble blue and black cubes and the attempts to push the frontier of art
outlines of bull fiddles. In the back-1 to new horizons can be understood.

••• :•••

Tie H. C:2•• K. Store
Open Sat. Eve.

Orono

•
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for week of December 8. 1917
To

KAY KEN1EDY
Balentine Hall

Car Ov
To 065

For her untiring effort in making the M.C..t.'s
membership drive a complete success.

The recipient of this award is entitled to
$2.00 PERSONAL CLEANING SERVICE
ABSOLUTELY FREE

HILLSON CLEANERS
18 Mill Street

Orono 647
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"My demands are a two-hour week on my
homework—and
a pack and a half of Dentyne Chewing Gum
for overtime.
"Fact is, Pop, it'll even tee • treat to study overtime —for a Lon is of swell, nifty-tasting Dcntyne
Chewing Gum! And don't forget, Dentyne helps
keep my teeth w!iite, too."
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ATTENTION — STUDENTS
Metal Book Ends 500
Come in and see our BIG Selection of
XMAS GIFTS
for every member of the family
Visit OUR TOYLAND

19 Mill St.
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